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the propagation soft soils pressure waves set by the 

incidence on flat surface the soil a shock wave travelling 

through air, or by an explosion near the surface, the motion of the soil 

in certain zones is confined to the narrow elongated regions bounded by 

the surface of the soil and the disturbance front. This enables us to 

develop a comparatively simple method of solving the problem of the 

motion of a soil within these regions. The idea behind this method has 

been borrowed from high-velocity aerodynamics, where it is shown that in 

the case of a thin body travelling through air at a high supersonic velo- 

city the motion of the air takes place mainly in planes perpendicular to 

the direction of flight, and the region occupied by the disturbed motion 

comprises a narrow layer surrounding the body in flight [~,zI. An analysis 

of the various terms in the equations of gas dynamics shows that if under 

these circumstances we discard terms of the order of s* (where E is a 

small quantity representing the inclination of a generator of the body 

to the direction of flight), the system of equations can be divided into 

two parts. The first describes the motion of air in a plane perpendicular 

to the direction of flight and coincides exactly, after the natural re- 

placement of the axial coordinate by time, with the equations of non- 

steady plane motion of air. The second part (one equation) describes a 

disturbance of motion in the direction of flight and can be solved by 

means of Bernoulli’ s integral. 

A completely analogous state of affairs exists for the soil motion de- 

scribed above. It is found that motion takes place mainly in a direction 

perpendicular to the surface of the soil, and the whole system of equa- 
tions of soil dynamics falls approximately into two groups. The first 

coincides with the exact equations of one-dimensional motion of a soil 
with plane waves, and describes motion in the direction indicated; it 

can be solved independently of the second group. The latter describes 
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the two remaining coordinate directions and comprises a system 
equations the coefficients of which depend on the solution to 
group of equations. The error of an approximate analysis such 

n 
as this is also of the order of e‘. where E is the characteristic value 
of the angle of inclination of the normal to the disturbance front in the 
soil to the normal to the surface of the soil, 

We would Point out thst the possibility of applying the principles of 
high-velocity aerodynamics to the problems of disturbance propagation was 
established for the case of an ideal liquid by Bagdoev /3]. 

Consider the non-steady three-dimensional motion of a soil which, how- 
ever, takes place mainly in one direction, or more precisely, suppose 
that the components of the velocity vector are of the order 

u - u - El’!), @ - $T@ (11 

and that for the derivatives of the various required functions, 

da 1 a I a 1 
&“&-‘l* aT”-i_, --g ar (2) 

where Ye, I, tu are characteristic values of velocity. length and time 
respectively, and E is a small parameter. 

By means of relations (I) and (2) we can estimate the order of the 
various terms in the equations of motion of the soil (for these equations 
we take those given in 141). and after discarding small auentities. we 
obtain the required approximate system. 

We note that by virtue of (1) and (2) an estimate of the total differ- 
ential operator d/dt E afit + vi’faxi is given by 

Consequently, for the equation of continuity we obtain 

g+_Z!!$ + 0 (Ey% 9) = 0 

which, after SEI8ll quantities of the order of s2 are discarded. coincides 
with the equation of continufty for one-dimensional motion in the direc- 
tion of the z-axis. 

Also, referring to the relations 

c ( eij - + I?,, $) = $- S ik Q jk - sj&ik f “‘ij 
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hi alli 

eij = q + 7 * 
Q _ia3 ( ,avj 

G-2 ax.-axi 
2 1 (5) 

h= 2CW--‘(p)dp/dt 
[ 

dp 
217 (PI 

e [in - F @)I e 2GW - F’ (p) dt 
I 

i 
j 2 z z Sij Sij, W z f Sij eij, sij = aij + fiij 

taken from 143, which relate the components of the stress tensor aij to 
the components of the strain-rate tensor e. ., we obtain with the aid of 
(1) and (2) the following estimate of the s resses ‘C 

8x.x - Sg, - S,, - P - CO* Sxg - E’CO, S,., - Su3 - EGO (6) 

where uO is a characteristic value of stress. 

Together with the previous estimates these enable us to write down 
the complete system of approximate equations with an indication of the 
order of the discarded terms. In the absence of mass forces the equations 
of motion can be written in the form 

P[%+wa~+o(e.v~)] =_g+~++++y 
P[~+W~+O(Es~)]=_-+++f++((6*~) 

1 aw 
p x+ -~+o(E~~)]=_~+~+o(E~~) (7) 

Relations (5) now become 

G(; 1” ++ t$+ “i; w - - (S, - S,,) Qyx - s,, Q,, - 

-S,,~,,+~S,,+O (E’OO+) 

c(~+a~)=~+w~-(s~-s,,,n,,+~s,,+o(E~~~) 
G(G+g 1 asW as,, - atf-W~--(Svv -s,,)Q,,+~s,,+ +ooqq 
2G 

[ 
-~~+o(s~~)]=~+w~+~s~~+o(E%O~) 

2G 
[ 

-f g+ o(s23] = ~+w~+w;,+o(~~4~) 

?G 
1 (8) 
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where the expressions for I and dp/dt in the formula for h should be re- 
placed by 

We add to Equations (7) and (8) the relations 

P = f(P, P*)* 
dP. dP 

dt - ~e@-h)e 

Here dfdt has the meaning given in (3). Equations (‘I), (8) and (IO) 
form the complete system. It will be seen that this system of approximate 
equations can be divided into a system of nonlinear equations of one- 
dimensional motion along the r-axis (Equation (4), the last of Equations 
(‘I), the last three of Equations (8) and Equations (10)) and a system of 
equations (the remainder) which describes motion parallel to the ry-plane. 
This second group of equations can be further divided into a linear 
system, which determines u, u, Sxt and S 

YZ’ 
and a separate equation, 

which determines S,yand which is also linear. 

We shall consider now the conditions under which it is possible to 
solve a problem with the aid of the above equations. It follows from (2) 
that it is possible to do so on condition that the ratio of the character- 
istic diemsnion Ix in the direction of the t-axis of the region of the 
soil undergoing motion to the characteristic dimension I 

XY 
in directions 

perpendicular to the z-axis is small, i.e. 

If motion of the soil is generated by the action of a shock-wave 
travelling in air over the surface of the soil with a velocity of the 
order of D, then 1 - m*. The characteristic dimension of the region 
in the t direction’iili be of the order Iz Q at0, where (I is the eharac- 
teristic value of the wave velocity (shock or acoustic) in the soil. 
Therefore condition (11) reduces to 

a-eDeD (12) 

Further consideration of the compatibility conditions on the front of 
a shock wave travelling in a soil at an inclination of the order of E, 
as given by (12), leads to the conclusion that the estimates provided by 
(1) will be valid on this front. Making the reasonable assumption that 
this is sufficient to prove their validity everywhere within the region 
of motion, we conclude that (12) is a solution to the question of the 
conditions under which the proposed approximate method can be emplOYed. 

In an actual application of this method the following procedure would 
be adopted. 
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Knowing the pressure distribution behind the airborne shock wave 

we would have for every column of soil in the direction of the z-axis 

with coordinates x and y the law of variation with time of the pressure 

acting on the base of the column. This is sufficient for us to solve the 

one-dimensional problem of the motion of such a column. This solution, 

by virtue of (13). will depend on x and y as parameters. Of course, in 

deriving this solution we have to solve a finite number of one-dimensional 

problems for a finite choice of values of x and y, and for intermediate 

values interpolation is used. Thus we would have found the functions 10, 

P# p, p,, Sz,, Syy and S,,. We now solve the corresponding linear problem, 
and as a result determine the values of a, v, SZ,, S 

YZ 
and SXy. In this 

way the problem of the three-dimensional motion of the soil would be 

solved approximately. The error would be of the order of s* * (a/D) *. 

Consequently, even if E w 0.3, the error would be only lo%, which for 

many cases is quite acceptable. 
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